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Scientists looking for innovative ways to deliver health care have long searched for mechanisms that can enable the right intervention to be delivered at the right time. Traditional delivery mechanisms have been limited both to the availability of a provider (e.g., a physician) and the location of care (e.g., a hospital or outpatient clinic). In recent years, however, numerous technological advancements—including wearable devices, mobile technologies, and the widespread development and use of user-friendly smartphone applications—have resulted in significant changes in how care is delivered. For example, mobile Health (mHealth) technologies are now commonly used to deliver interventions in a self-service and personalized manner, reducing the demands on providers and lifting limitations on the locations in which care can be delivered. Successful examples of mHealth interventions include programs to:

1. maintain adherence to HIV medication and to smoking cessation efforts, which have shown sufficient effectiveness for adoption by health services [1];
2. assist caregivers in managing veteran post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and provide support with health care-related tasks within the Veterans Affairs (VA) system [2];
3. continuously monitor chronic medical conditions, collect and share relevant data, and use this data to develop more effective treatment or disease management plans [1,3];
4. encourage physical activity and weight loss in a more cost-effective, scalable manner than one-to-one approaches [1,4]; and
5. reduce excessive alcohol use [1,4].

In addition, mHealth technologies enable governments and policymakers to more effectively respond to broader health care challenges, such as COVID-19 and future epidemics [5]. Notably, COVID-19 digital contact tracing apps (e.g., “Bluetooth-based exposure apps that trace proximity to other devices and GPS-based apps that collect geolocation data” [6]) have been widely used worldwide. For example, the number of active users of such apps in 2020 in Ireland, Switzerland, and Germany was reported to be about 1.3 million, 1.8 million, and 16 million, respectively [6].

These benefits of mHealth technologies have led numerous countries to roll out nationwide mHealth platforms or begin the process of doing so. National-level adoptions have been facilitated by WHO-led initiatives such as the mHealth Technical and Evidence Review Group (mTERG), the eHealth Technical Advisory Group (eTAG) [7], and the International Telecommunications Union-WHO Mobile Health for Non-Communicable Diseases Initiative, as well as by low-cost country-level health information systems such as District Health Information Systems (DHIS2) and Open Medical Record Systems (OpenMRS) [6,7]. The low cost of these systems has, in particular, allowed them to be easily and effectively used in low-income countries. For example, Mozambique started utilizing digital health nationwide in 2018 [8].

Given the rapid growth and wide use of these technologies, mHealth presents a number of urgent scientific and regulatory challenges for scientists, technology developers, policymakers, lawmakers, and other authorities. As the medical, government, financial, and technology sectors increasingly endorse the idea that mHealth can transform medicine [9], it is imperative that these challenges are addressed, as any effort to transform medicine through mHealth without doing so will likely be fraught with problems and ultimately unsuccessful.
In this light, the authors of this paper next discuss the main scientific and regulatory challenges facing the mHealth sector, and highlight the importance of addressing them to ensure that mHealth tools reach their full potential.

**Scientific Challenges**

Four sets of scientific challenges have impeded progress in the use of mHealth technology. First is the question of how to keep users engaged at the right level—neither under-engaged nor over-burdened—when deciding how and when to deliver treatment (e.g., sending a reminder to practice a stress regulation exercise). Developing best practices in confronting this challenge requires an understanding of the burden and the habitual consequences of how mHealth treatment encourages or forces engagement with users.

For example, if interventions are excessive, users may become disengaged, making interventions no longer effective. This is most pronounced in “push-based” mHealth interventions that interrupt the user throughout the course of the day, especially as mHealth interventions are increasingly becoming multi-component. As an example, in a multi-component push-based physical activity application, one component might send notifications to disrupt sedentary behavior while

**FIGURE 1 |** The Mobile Health (mHealth) Ecosystem
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A weekly notification reminds and provides support for the individual to plan a fun physical activity for the subsequent week. Extensive deliveries by one component—for example, too many reminders about sedentary habits—can reduce the effectiveness of the other component, either by increasing user burden or resulting in habituation, both of which can eventually lead to disengagement. Disengagement, in turn, can reduce the quality or the quantity of the data needed by scientists to find ways to design more effective interventions. As a result, scientists need to gain an understanding of the complex interplay among components and ensure that mHealth interventions are designed in such a way to minimize the likelihood of overburden or habituation. In “pull-based” interventions, such as graphs of physical activity available 24-7 for self-monitoring, concerns of increased burden or habituation are not as prominent. However, in such interventions, scientists still need to address a similar concern: ensuring that users remain effectively engaged and interested in participating over time.

The second scientific challenge is how to tailor the content of an mHealth treatment as well as its delivery to a user’s current context. In using mHealth technologies for interventions known to be effective when delivered in other ways (e.g., person-to-person), scientists will likely need to adapt the intervention to take advantage of the new delivery mode, as well as to accommodate the constraints imposed by smart device screens or speakers. In addition, new interventions are increasingly being developed specifically for delivery through mHealth technologies. For both known and new interventions, scientists need to understand how to adapt the content of the treatment as well as its delivery on the user's current context (e.g., mood, location, weather, etc.). Here, innovative post-intervention experimental research on time-varying mediators and moderators, including unobservable factors (e.g., the emotional state of the user), are often needed to provide data that can be used to make interventions more effective. Insight for improving the delivery of mHealth services can also be gleaned from current experimental design methods used to optimize large-scale systems, many of which are already being used in various industries (e.g., the adaptive optimization of advertisements by Google, or the optimization of routes and assignment of drivers to incoming ride-sharing requests by Uber).

The Micro-Randomized Trial (MRT) is a variant of traditional experimental design that can be used to provide the data needed to understand how best to adapt the content and delivery timing of a treatment to the user’s current context. In classical MRTs, treatment is repeatedly randomly assigned at multiple time points for each user (e.g., time points when a treatment is potentially effective based on theory, the user’s past behavior, or the user’s current context) [10]. Classical MRTs rely solely on “offline learning,” which means that the data are analyzed for treatment interactions, moderation by context, and other variables only after the study is over. A drawback is that the study participants do not necessarily derive any benefit from these learnings during the study itself. Thus, scientists often need to make use of new experimental designs that facilitate continuous, within-user optimization of treatment content or delivery.

One option for an improved MRT design is to allow the randomization probabilities to be adaptively changed in favor of better-performing treatments. This can be achieved via use of “online learning” approaches from artificial intelligence (AI)—in particular, the AI method of reinforcement learning—that allow treatment delivery to be continually optimized to the user’s current context [11]. Notably, AI approaches can also enable online learning of effective predictors of negative outcomes (e.g., relapse to smoking) for each individual and can keep track of changes in these predictors (as measures of the user’s current context), triggering suitable preventive interventions when needed.

The third challenge in developing mHealth interventions is that they should preferably abide by the well-known principle of “primum non nocere” (“first, do no harm”). Achieving this is particularly difficult given that the interventions are not delivered face to face. To begin with, prompting users during inappropriate times or emotional states may result in serious harms. For example, prompting a user for engagement while they are driving can lead to an accident, and prompting a user to stop smoking while they are in unsuitable emotional state may increase the individual’s stress level, resulting in more smoking. Therefore, scientists need to include suitable detection mechanisms that can be used in real-time to avoid such harms. Further, if an mHealth intervention provides social support by connecting a user to other users or to an online support group, the inter-user exchanges must be appropriately managed to prevent disruptive, harmful messages. These and other related ethical issues are of high importance, and paying attention to them should be a primary part of the scientists’ design plan.

Finally, mHealth interventions need to be designed to balance objectives on proximal and distal health
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outcomes. Understanding the causal chain linking the proximal effects of the treatments to longer-term health outcomes can significantly improve mHealth delivery. However, it is often difficult to measure both proximal and distal outcomes, and furthermore, it is a perplexing task to understand the linkages between the two. For example, in physical activity applications, interventions are supposed to contribute, in the long term, to the formation and maintenance of stable, positive activity habits. While mHealth interventions might target proximal outcomes such as the number of steps taken during the course of a day, scientists need to understand how gains in this area might lead to the formation of longer-term physical activity habits.

Regulatory Challenges

The increased use of mHealth technologies has also created new regulatory challenges for policymakers, lawmakers, and other authorities. Most notable is the importance of protecting user data. Advances in data fusion technologies have enabled devices and sensors connected via the “Internet of Things” to collect data from (and communicate with) each other [12]. While this has resulted in designing and delivering more effective interventions, it has simultaneously increased the risk of data breach and misuse. Thus, new regulatory avenues are required to ensure that the mass adoption of such technologies does not compromise data privacy, especially in interventions that make use of Electronic Medical Records (EMRs). At the same time, these regulatory avenues should not be so restrictive as to discourage data fusion or related data sharing activities (e.g., when a patient tries to use multiple mHealth applications, each of which might be working with a different EMR system) that can allow scientists to design superior mHealth interventions.

Considering these challenges, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in a 2019 statement encouraged “the development of mobile medical apps (MMAs) that improve health care” but also emphasized its “public health responsibility to oversee the safety and effectiveness of medical devices—including mobile medical apps” [13]. The FDA's MMA guidance, first issued in 2013, was updated in 2019 “to reflect changes to the device definition in accordance with Section 3060 of the 21st Century Cures Act, which created a function-specific definition for device” [13]. There remains, however, a great deal of ambiguity in the FDA regulatory definition of “device.” Furthermore, for many mHealth applications, the FDA exercises enforcement discretion [13] and does not oversee the development or use of the application. The FDA’s overall oversight of mHealth technologies has been controversial among members of Congress and industry [14], and has been also criticized by academics [9].

Another legal concern centers on the consequences of failing to respond in a timely manner to mHealth technology alerts—particularly those used to continuously monitor chronic conditions and to implement disease management plans [15]. This is especially the case for caregivers (e.g., medical staff or family members), who might be already overburdened with other duties. Adverse events caused by such oversight can create various legal ambiguities; for example, which entity is responsible, and are such events covered by insurance plans?

Conclusion and Looking Forward

The use of mHealth interventions has been rapidly increasing worldwide as health care providers, industry, and governments seek more efficient ways of delivering health care. Despite the technological advances, increasingly widespread adoption, and endorsements from leading voices from the medical, government, financial, and technology sectors, multiple key challenges remain unaddressed. Addressing these challenges requires urgent attention as well as close collaboration among scientists, policymakers, lawmakers, and other authorities. Without such attention and collaboration, the real value of mHealth technologies will be left significantly untapped.
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